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1 IMPLEMENTATION BUGS IN LUCKY13
COUNTERMEASURES

Pseudo constant time countermeasures are very hard to get right

and maintain over time. This is due both to the possibility of finding

novel variants of the original attacks, and the need to manually

check the timing implications of adding new features. In contrast,

real constant time implementations are more robust against novel

attack variants, and bugs created by supporting new features will

likely be found by unit-testing. TLS 1.2 [9] added new ciphers suites

based on CBC-mode for encryption and HMAC-SHA-384 for in-

tegrity. The SHA-384 hash function is considered more secure, and

also has better performance on 64-bit processors, than the pre-

viously supported SHA-1 and SHA-256 algorithms. We tested if

TLS implementations supporting HMAC-SHA-384 are vulnerable

to timing attacks similar to the one described in [2]. All of the

constant-time implementations that we checked (OpenSSL, Bor-

ingSSL, NSS) were secure. However, all of the "pseudo" constant

time implementations (i.e. those only ensuring a constant number

of compression function calls) had bugs making them vulnerable

to attack. The reason for the bugs is that, although the SHA-384

cipher suites were added, the code responsible for adding dummy

compression function calls was not updated correctly. Specifically,

SHA-384 has a 128-byte block size (compared to the 64-byte blocks

of SHA-256), and encodes the message length using 16 bytes (com-

pared to 8 bytes in SHA-256). All of the extra compression function

call calculations have hard-coded values appropriate for SHA-256

but not SHA-384, resulting in them using a non-constant number

of calls to the SHA-384 compression function. We explain in more

detail below for each of the four "pseudo" constant time implemen-

tations we studied; since the bugs are easily fixed, we do not go into

great detail on how each bug leads to a plaintext recovery attack.

1.1 GnuTLS Implementation
Although the function dummy_wait (see Listing 1 in Appendix A)

uses the correct hash block size, it also uses the hard-coded number

"9". This comes from at least 1 byte for the the hash function padding

and the 8 bytes used to encode the hashed message length for SHA-

256. However, in SHA-384, the message length is encoded using

16 bytes, and so the correct value should be "17" rather than "9".

The code includes a comment warning that this is a hash-specific

fix, but it was apparently not corrected when the SHA-384 cipher

suites were added.

Even more surprisingly, we discovered that the GnuTLS Imple-

mentation is vulnerable to a timing attack when SHA-256 is selected

as the hash algorithm in HMAC, despite this having being patched

in response to Lucky 13 [21]. The function dummy_wait can add

at most one call to the hash compression function. However, the

attack described in Section 2.3 creates a padding oracle that distin-

guishes between a valid pad of a large length (PadLen > 240) and

an invalid padding (PadLen = 0). In that case, for GnuTLS, there

will be a timing difference of 3 calls to the compression function

of SHA-256, that is 3 times larger than the timing difference in the

original Lucky 13 attack [3].

2 A PADDING ORACLE BASED ON TLS
RECORD CACHE ACCESS PATTERN

The original Lucky 13 attack [3] exploited the time difference of the

TLS record verification process for valid and invalid padding. As a

mitigation, all the pseudo constant time TLS implementations added

dummy compression function calls that causes the total number of

compression function calls to be independent of the padding length.

However, unlike proper constant time TLS implementations, the

cache access pattern to the data structure holding the TLS record is

still dependent on the padding length. We can exploit this cache ac-

cess pattern with our novel “Just in Time Priming”attack to restore

the original padding oracle of [3] in several TLS implementations

– XXX , GnuTLS and . All implementations were patched against

Lucky 13 [3]. We will again use a PRIME+PROBE [24] cache attack,

assuming a cache side channel as in Liu et.al. [17]. Our attack works

on HMAC using both SHA-384 and SHA-256, even if all the bugs

in Section 1 were fixed, and all previous variants of Lucky 13 were

patched correctly.

2.1 Attack Preliminaries
All of the vulnerable implementations follow this general code flow

for constant time decryption:

(1) Decrypt the message, accessing all the bytes in the TLS record.

(2) Perform constant time checking of the TLS record padding,

assume zero-length padding if the padding is not valid. All of

the final 256 bytes of the TLS record are accessed.

(3) Calculate HMAC on the decrypted TLS record payload (exclud-

ing the padding). All bytes in the decrypted TLS record are

accessed, except for the padding bytes at the end.

(4) Add extra dummy compression functions calls to make the

number of calls the same in every case. The data input to these

function calls is obtained from the start of the TLS record or

from a dummy memory buffer. The padding bytes of the TLS

record are not accessed (except for messages that are shorter

than the hash block size).

In our attack, we will try to distinguish between two cases: long

valid padding and invalid padding. We will explain in Section 2.3
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Algorithm 1Message Access Attack

1: functionMessageAccessPadOracle(Valid TLS records, At-

tack TLS record)

2: LastBytesCache← FindPtrCache(Valid TLS record[End])

3: Send attacker’s TLS record to target

4: Delay to synchronize to the start of the HMAC verification

5: Prime(MsgCache) ▷ evict end of TLS record from cache

6: Delay till maximum time for HMAC calculation

7: if Probe(MsgCache) then ▷ end of TLS record was

accessed

8: return 0 ▷ padding was invalid

9: else
10: return 1 ▷ padding was valid

11: end if
12: end function

how an oracle yielding this information can be used to recover

plaintext bytes. Consider the cache access pattern from the be-

ginning of the HMAC verification. In the case of invalid padding,

the code typically assumes zero-length padding, and the HMAC

verification will access all of the TLS record bytes (possibly exclud-

ing the last byte). However, if the padding is valid and large (e.g.

PadLen = 255, in which case there are 256 bytes of padding), the

HMAC verification will not access the last PadLen + 1 bytes of the

TLS record.

2.2 “Just in Time Priming”Attack Description
Our “Just in Time Priming”attack, then, exploits this difference in

the access pattern using a PRIME+PROBE [24] cache attack. We

synchronize the PRIME part of the attack, to run in parallel to the

HMAC verification process, that is, after the padding check but

before the HMAC verification is done. The maximum TLS record

size is ca. 2
14

bytes, corresponding to about 2
8
compression function

calls for a 64-byte hash block size. By working with ciphertexts of

this size, we can force the HMAC verification to take a long time to

complete. This makes the synchronization of the attack relatively

easy.

The attack (described in Algorithm 1) has four main parts:

(1) Finding the cache sets containing the last bytes of the TLS

record.

(2) Sending the attack TLS record. The TLS record is constructed

to have long valid padding, except possibly in the first padding

byte. This is the byte we try to recover in the attack.

(3) Delaying till the HMAC verification begins. This occurs af-

ter the decryption and padding check is finished (and takes a

constant amount of time regardless of the padding).

(4) In parallel to the HMAC verification, we Prime the end of the

TLS record to evict it from the cache.

(5) After the end of the HMAC verification calculation, we Probe

the cache line of the last few bytes of the TLS record. If it was

accessed, we know that the padding was invalid; otherwise it

was valid.

2.3 Constructing Attack TLS Records
It remains to explain how we construct the TLS records used in the

attack, and how we use the results of the oracle to recover plaintext

bytes (HTTP cookie bytes in this case). We rely on techniques first

explained in [11]: we use HTTP pathname padding and the ability to

choose plaintext bytes that are placed after the cookie in the HTTP

request to ensure that the plaintext in the TLS record contains 16

consecutive blocks in which the first block has the form:

p∗ | |“\r”| |“\n”| |0xFF| | . . . | |0xFF,

and the remaining 15 blocks consist solely of values 0xFF. Here p∗

is the last byte of the cookie and the target of the first step of the at-

tack, while “\r′′, “\n′′ represent ASCII characters inserted after the
cookie by HTTP. Note that these plaintext blocks are almost correct
padding of maximum length; of course they are incorporated into a

TLS record containing an HMAC tag and correct TLS padding. Let

C∗
0
, . . . ,C∗

15
denote the matching ciphertext blocks in the resulting

TLS record, and let C∗
−1

denote the preceding ciphertext block.

The attack TLS record is then constructed as:

HDR| |L| |C∗−1 ⊕ ∆| |C∗
0
| | . . . | |C∗

15

where HDR is a suitable header, L is a long random block sequence

that brings the TLS record up to the maximum size, and ∆ is a mask

with bytes:

δ | |(“\r” ⊕ 0xFF)| |(“\n” ⊕ 0xFF)| |0x00| | . . . | |0x00.

Here, the first mask byte creates a value p∗ ⊕ δ in the first position

of the block decrypting C∗
0
, while the second and third mask bytes

force values 0xFF in the corresponding positions. It should now

be clear that, when decrypted, this TLS record will have correct

padding of length 256 if and only if p∗ ⊕ δ = 0xFF. The attacker
then uses TLS records of this form with distinct values of δ in the

attack of Algorithm 1; after 128 attempts on average and 256 in

the worst case, the value of δ producing correct padding will be

identified.

This description explains how to recover the last byte of the

cookie. Further bytes can be recovered by shifting the position of

the cookie by altering the length of the pathname in the HTTP

request so that the last 2, 3, . . . bytes are present at the start of the

block underlying C∗
0
. We also update ∆ as needed to force correct

padding 0xFF in all but the first byte of this block. This approachwill
recover up to 14 bytes of the cookie; the remaining bytes seems to

remain inaccessible using these techniques (trying to extend further

would push the “\r” and “\n” characters into the next block, where
they could not be turned into correct padding by XOR masking).

We close this description by noting that the above attack with

long padding patterns can be applied to the original Lucky 13 set-

ting, quadrupling the timing differences there and so making them

substantially easier to detect (at the cost of limiting how much

plaintext can be recovered). This enhancement to Lucky 13 seems

to have been missed by the authors of [3], though they used a

similar idea in their distinguishing attack.

2.4 Proof of Concept on xxxx TLS
implementation

We implemented out attack on the xxx TLS implementation.

2.4.1 Attack results. We implemented our attack in a similar

way to the attack in Section XXXX.We prepared two types of de-

crypted TLS record. The first one with 256 bytes of valid padding

and the second one being identical, except for the first byte of
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padding which was change to a different value. We called the XXXX

function multiple times with both types of data. Before each call

to the function, another “attack” thread was run in parallel to pre-

form the cache priming during the HMAC verification. After the

function returned, we checked if the cache line of the last bytes in

the TLS record is in the cache or not. For TLS records with valid

padding we saw a hit probability of ≈ 0.025. For TLS records with

invalid padding we saw a hit probability of ≈ 0.998. Using the same

calculations as in Section ?? this translates to n = 4 and an expected

total number of cache attack executions (and TLS connections) of

512 per byte.

2.4.2 GnuTLS. The same vulnerability also applies to theGnuTLS

code in function decrypt_packet (see Listing 2 in Appendix A).

If the padding is invalid the function sets pad to 0. For constant

time, extra compression function are executed via dummy_wait (see
Listing 1 in Appendix A). If the padding was invalid, the function

does nothing and returns. If the padding was valid, but the HMAC

verification fails, the extra compression function _gnutls_auth_

cipher_add_auth is called multiple times with the pointer data,
pointing to the start of the TLS record.

Note that unlike other implementations, the extra compression

functions are only called when the verification process fails, so

the decryption time on valid messages is not constant. This may

leak the real size of the encrypted messages, but cannot be used to

recover plaintext bytes.
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A SOURCE CODE

Listing 1: GnuTLS’s extra compression call calculation
s t a t i c void dummy_wai t ( r e c o rd_pa rame te r s_ s t ∗ params , g nu t l s _datum_ t ∗ p l a i n t e x t ,

unsigned pad_ f a i l e d , unsigned int pad , unsigned t o t a l ) {

. . .

/ ∗ Th i s i s r e a l l y s p e c i f i c t o t h e c u r r e n t hash f u n c t i o n s .
∗ I t s h o u l d be removed onc e a p r o t o c o l f i x i s i n p l a c e .
∗ /
i f ( ( pad + t o t a l ) % l en > l en − 9 && t o t a l % l en <= l en − 9 ) {

i f ( l e n < p l a i n t e x t −> s i z e ) _

g nu t l s _auth_ c i p h e r _add_auth (&params−>read . c i p h e r _ s t a t e ,

p l a i n t e x t −>data , l e n ) ;

Listing 2: GnuTLS’s pad check and HMAC verification
de c ryp t _packe t ( g nu t l s _ s e s s i o n _ t s e s s i on , g nu t l s _datum_ t ∗ c i p h e r t e x t ,

g n u t l s _datum_ t ∗ p l a i n , c on t en t _ type_ t type , r e c o rd_pa rame te r s_ s t ∗ params ,

g nu t l s _ u i n t 6 4 ∗ sequence ) {

. . .

pad = p l a i n −>data [ c i p h e r t e x t −> s i z e − 1 ] ; / ∗ pad ∗ /
. . .

for ( i = 2 ; i <= MIN ( 2 5 6 , c i p h e r t e x t −> s i z e ) ; i ++) {

tmp_pad_ f a i l e d | = ( p l a i n −>data [ c i p h e r t e x t −> s i z e − i ] != pad ) ;

pad_ f a i l e d | = ( ( i <= ( 1 + pad ) ) & ( tmp_pad_ f a i l e d ) ) ;

}

i f ( u n l i k e l y ( pad_ f a i l e d != 0 | | ( 1 + pad > ( ( in t ) c i p h e r t e x t −> s i z e − t ag_ s i z e ) ) ) ) {

/ ∗ We do no t f a i l h e r e . We ch e c k be l ow f o r t h e
∗ t h e pad_ f a i l e d . I f z e r o means s u c c e s s .
∗ /
pad_ f a i l e d = 1 ;

pad = 0 ;

}

length = c i p h e r t e x t −> s i z e − t ag_ s i z e − pad − 1 ;

. . .

r e t = _ gnu t l s _auth_ c i p h e r _add_auth (&params−>read . c t x . t l s 1 2 , p l a i n −>data , length ) ;

i f ( u n l i k e l y ( g nu t l s _memcmp( tag , t ag_pt r , t ag_ s i z e ) != 0 | | pad_ f a i l e d != 0 ) ) {

/ ∗ HMAC was no t t h e same . ∗ /
dummy_wai t ( params , p l a i n , pad_ f a i l e d , pad , length + preamble_ s i z e ) ;
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